Travel Directions to the Theater:

From Northern Points:
Take Route 219 South to the GEISTOWN / ELTON / PA-756 exit (center lane - signed “Theater Drive”).
Turn LEFT onto 756 at the traffic light at the bottom of the exit ramp, and proceed to the right lane.
At the second traffic light (Denny’s) turn RIGHT onto Theatre Drive. (left hand lane of the two travel lanes.)
Travel 7/10 of a mile and turn LEFT at the 3rd light onto Schoolhouse Road. (left hand lane.)
Travel approximately 5/10 of a mile and at the 2nd University of Pittsburgh sign, turn RIGHT onto Picking Drive. You will see the PPAC in front and a little to the right of you.

From Eastern and Southern Points:
From I-76/PA Turnpike take EXIT #146, Bedford.
At the traffic light after the toll booth, turn LEFT (choose the left lane.)
Turn left at the next light and Follow I-99 NORTH (3 miles) to Route 56 WEST (27 miles) to Route 219 NORTH. From 219 take the ELTON / SR 756 exit.
At the traffic light at the bottom of the exit ramp, turn RIGHT onto 756 / Elton Road (right lane.)
At the next traffic light (Denny’s) turn RIGHT onto Theatre Drive. (left hand lane of the two travel lanes.)
Travel 7/10 of a mile and turn LEFT at the 3rd light onto Schoolhouse Road. (left hand lane.)
Travel approximately 5/10 of a mile and at the 2nd University of Pittsburgh sign, turn RIGHT onto Picking Drive. You will see the PPAC in front and a little to the right of you.

From Western Points:
From I-76/PA Turnpike take Exit #110 at Somerset.
Turn LEFT onto PA-601 North (2.5 miles.) Then merge onto US 219 North toward Johnstown.
Travel north on Route 219 and take the ELTON / SR 756 exit.
At the stop sign at the end of the exit ramp, turn RIGHT onto 756 / Elton Road.
At the traffic light at the bottom of the exit ramp, turn RIGHT onto 756 / Elton Road (right lane.)
At the next traffic light (Denny’s) turn RIGHT onto Theatre Drive. (left hand lane of the two travel lanes.)
Travel 7/10 of a mile and turn LEFT at the 3rd light onto Schoolhouse Road. (left hand lane.)
Travel approximately 5/10 of a mile and at the 2nd University of Pittsburgh sign, turn RIGHT onto Picking Drive. You will see the PPAC in front and a little to the right of you.

And another route from Western Points:
Take US 22 East to the PA 403 exit. Take PA 403 South. Follow 403 S by turning right onto bridge.
At the traffic light at the end of the bridge, follow 403 S by turning left. PA-403 becomes PA-56 South.
Follow PA-56 south onto US 219 south. Stay in the right hand lane.
Take the GEISTOWN / ELTON / PA-756 exit (center lane.)
At the traffic light at the bottom of the exit ramp, turn LEFT onto 756 / Elton Road (right lane.)
At the second traffic light (Denny’s) turn RIGHT onto Theatre Drive. (left hand lane of the two travel lanes.)
Travel 7/10 of a mile and turn LEFT at the 3rd light onto Schoolhouse Road. (left hand lane.)
Travel approximately 5/10 of a mile and at the 2nd University of Pittsburgh sign, turn RIGHT onto Picking Drive. You will see the PPAC in front and a little to the right of you.

Approximate Driving Times/Mileage:
Pittsburgh, PA........74 miles -- 1 ½ hours
Pittsburgh Airport....100 miles -- 2 ½ hours
State College, PA......81 miles -- 1 ½ hours
Washington, D.C.......174 miles -- 3 ½ hours
Harrisburg, PA.........134 miles -- 2 ½ hours
New York City.........300 miles -- 5 ½ hours

Travel by Air:
Johnstown Airport: 814-539-3510 www.flyjohnstownairport.com
US Air: 800-428-4322